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EDITORIAL 
Hooray! April is upon us and with it comes the start of some real 'O' 

competition ... OY's and a 4-Day event and oh! enough to make your heart 

go boom. It's been FIVE long months since our last OY event - you must 

be raring to go by now! 

Make sure you read the two letters to the editor this issue. They'll 

provide you with some food for thought. Not only are we having problems 

in attracting new club members, but we also seem to be at odds with each 

other over how to go about recruiting new people. Under the new OY grading 

system, most beginners are going to be stuck with courses far too technical 

for their level. While this may give them a good run for their money, 

I suspect that spending hours out in the forest searching for elusive 

controls isn't going to do their enthusiasm or their orienteering ability 

any good. Orienteering is supposed to be fun - that's why we all do it 

isn't it? - so let's keep it that way by making sure our beginner orienteers 

complete their courses with satisfaction. 

Our new advertiser, Dromorne Linen, had no response after the last 

issue but they decided to try advertising again anyway. They'll cater 

for all your towel, duvet, sheet and tablecloth needs (what more could 

you want?!), so give Kay Potter a call if you want something in this line. 

It would be VERY helpful if clubs would let me know of directions to 

their events for the 'Coming Events' page. Newcomers won't know a lot 

of the venues and even oldcomers (like me!) get lost trying to get to an 

event. Maybe the club news reporters could make it part of their job? 

Someone want to be editor yet? 

Happy O-season! Happy Easter! 

Katie Fettes 
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COMING EVENTS 
APRIL 

31 Mar-1 Apr WOC Squad 'Woodhill O-Ringen '90' 

5 Thur NW Auckland Secondary Schools Champs, Woodhill Forest 

8 Sun C AOA OY1, Kiwitahi - full details this issue. A new entry 

route off S.H.16 is being used to get to the map, so 

read the details in this issue!! 

13-16 NW/Wh Easter 4-Day Badge Event - entry forms and details in the 

February issue. 

22 Sun P CDOA OY2 , Redwoods map. I haven't been able to find any 

information about now to get to this event. If you're 

interested, phone the Pinelands secretary, Don Fraser, 

(0814) 68813 for details; starts are from 11.00am-1.00pm. 

22 Sun SA Waiuku Forest/Farm, social event. Follow signs from 

Waiuku town to the Forest H.Q. Starts 10.00am-12.30pm. 

29 Sun SA AOA OY2, Huriwai. Take S.H.22 through Pukekohe to Tuakau 

Bridge, turn right and follow road to Port Waikato. From 

there follow O-signs. Starts from 10.00am-12.30pm. 

MAY 

6 Sun Gib Board Forest Run, Woodhill Forest. This is a fun run 

organised by the WOC Squad to raise funds - please come 

along and join in! Entry forms this issue - entries close 

20th April. 

16-20 National Advanced Junior Training Camp, Woodhill Forest. 

Details last issue - extra details this issue. 

19-20 Auckland Training Weekend for everyone - details and entry 

form last issue. Learn how to master Woodhill Forest! 

20 Sun C One Tree Hill. Starts 10.00am-12.30pm. 

20 Sun H CDOA OY3, Patetonga map, Hamilton. Hopefully details 

next issue! 

27 Sun NW AOA OY3, Otakanini Topu map, Woodhill Forest. Take S.H.16 

north towards Helensville, turn left (west) into Rimmers 

Road, about 10km north of Woodhill Forest H.Q. Follow 

signs. Starts 10.00am-12.30pm. 

CLOSING DATE NEXT ISSUE: 

20 April! 
Send it all to: Katie Fettes 

R.D.4, WAIUKU 
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CENTRAL CHATTER. 
* Well, the Summer Series has finished for another year and as in most 

years it started fairly quietly and finished up with a huge crowd at 

the last event. Somehow we must get the crowds to all the events. 

If you have any ideas, let's hear them. Let me also thank everyone 

involved in the Summer Series. The whole thing requires a big effort. 

Thanks again. 

* A welcome return is extended to Rob Crawford and his wife Debbie. 

Rob set the courses at the only event I've ever won, so I guess I'll 

have to set him up for the right events. WOC Trials? 

* A warm welcome is also extended to new members Ian and Belinda 

Sydenham. 

* Wayne Munro is our co-ordinator for OY1 at Kiwitahi. If you are 

going, maybe you could ring him (677-238) so that you can get a job 

you prefer. It will make his job that little bit easier also. 

* Orienteers of the Month ... Didn't have to think for long on this one. 

Mike and Lyn Ashmore, for all the work they did at the Summer Series. 

So much goes unseen. 

* The next club meeting is at the Nicholls' place, 170 Campbell Road, 

One Tree Hill, Wednesday 4th April at 7.30pm. All welcome. 

* Not much news this month, so let me tell you a little story about what 

happened in my taxi the other day. I picked up two Irishmen who 

wanted to go to the airport. One happened to be a doctor, so his 

friend asked him if he would give him a quick check-up on the way, 

as he hadn't been feeling too well. Well, the doctor gave him a 

thorough going over and eventually told him that he couldn't find a 

single thing wrong with him. "All I can put it down to is maybe a 

little too much drink" the doctor said - to which his friend hastily 

added "Well, that's okay. I'll get you to check me over again tomorrow 

when you're sober." 

The Central Figure 
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SOUTH AUCKLAND NEWS 
* The Motutapu Island weekend was adjudged the ultimate in fun by the 

50-odd who attended. So much so that another is planned for later in 

the year. The night event with torches darting hither and thither was 

a good warm-up for our Auckland Night Champs. 

* As for that special Kiwisport meeting - yes Laurie, it was held at the 

Robinsons' house and the video was shown. The general opinion was that 

it will be ideal for school teachers. 

* Don't forget to enter the Woodhill Forest Run (entry forms this issue). 

This is being run by the WOC Squad on May 6th, at $8.00 for seniors 

and $5.00 for juniors in both the 5km and 10km events. 

* Talking of Fun Runs ... the Waiuku Sand-to-Mud and the Round-the-Bays 

fun runs had the usual orienteers competing. With the Round-the-Bays 

event on the same day as Motutapu, Temu Road and a motorcycle event, 

I was in a quandary - but ended up going to Temu Road which seemed to 

have hundreds attending - good effort, Central Club. 

* Unni Lewis had her first win for 1990 in an OY event in the Wellington 

region - first in the W40A grade at Palmerston North. 

* Volkswagens and elite women seem to have something in common, with 

current owners being Jeanine (white), Tania (pink) and Katie (green). 

I've just been informed that the white one needs a valve grind - no 

Jeanine, I am not going to foot the bill. 

* The next club meetings are Monday 2nd April at the Robinsons', Pukekohe, 

and Monday 7th May at the Lewis', Papakura. 

Ken Browne 

NORTH WEST NEWS 
* Welcome to our many new club members! Joining us are Mark Eliassen, 

Andrew Eyre, Penny Brothers, Frank Fitzgerald and Peter Godfrey. 

Welcome back to Dave Rodgers after a few years in absentia, and welcome 

to World Champs team member Bryan Teahan who has moved up from 

Wellington. Make yourselves known to all the club members at events, 

and don't hesitate to ask anyone for advice or information, we'd be only 

too glad to help. 
5 



* Congratulations to the North West Moreporks, who took fourth place out 

of 13 teams at the recent Taupo All-Night Relays. The team comprised 

of Laurie Baxter, David O'Brien, Keith Stone, Barry Hanlon, Alison Stone, 

Terje Moen and Colin Tait. Extra congratulations go to David O'Brien 

for clocking the fastest time on Leg Two. 

* Congratulations to Laurie Baxter and Stan Foster for retaining their 

positions on the N.Z.O.F. executive - Laurie as Kiwisport Officer and 

Stan as Fixtures Officer. As the only two Aucklanders taking up 

positions in the N.Z.O.F., it looks like North West has a foot in the 

door! 

* Many thanks to Geoff and Lisa Mead who have been busy making 25 new 

control flags for the club; and thanks too to Dave Middleton who has 

obtained 30 control flags and clippers from England, and is now in the 

process of making standards for all of them. What would we do without 

these people?! 

* The next club meeting will be held on 5th April at Stan's house, 70 

Waimarie Road, Whenuapai at 7.30pm. The May meeting will be held on 

3rd May at the Stones' house, 8 Agathis Ave, Mairangi Bay also at 7.30pm. 

Everyone is welcome! 

North West Newshound 

W.O.C. SQUAD NEWS 
* The WOC Squad's major fundraising event for the year is on May 6th -

it is the Gib Board Forest Run in Woodhill Forest, which attracts up 

to 2000 fun-runners each year. On top of this, the Squad needs to raise 

another $20,000 over the next 18 months to help send a team to the next 

World Championships in Czechoslovakia, August 1991. 

* John Robinson has been selected as the new Squad Coaching Co-Ordinator. 

His job is to ensure that all the WOC Squad members are being coached 

and trained adequately, to arrange training camps, to set objectives 

for N.Z. teams and individuals, and to generate team spirit and enthus

iasm - and many other things besides! 

* Paul Dalton is stepping down from position of Squad Manager after five 

years of holding the reins and putting countless hours into the job. 

I don't know where the Squad would be without you Paul - it will take 

five men to replace you! Thanks for everything! 

* Squad member Liz Nicholson has just given birth to a big, muscley-legged 

boy by the name of Joshua. Congrats, Liz and Ray! 



LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
Dear Editor, 

So the controversy rages on and on - OY grades and courses! 

I have in front of me a chart prepared in 1984. The whole course 

structure is built around 4 BASIC courses - that is, there are 4 BASIC 

levels of technical competence. Taking these 4 levels, you then vary 

length to suit physical ability. If you want to do a really good job, 

you also vary control sites for special needs: for example, older runners 

may not be able to read the map easily. However, that is a luxury that 

is perhaps only necessary for badge events and above. 

Within this basic structure it is possible to fit all the grades in 

appropriate combinations, on 15 courses plus Kiwisport. If you want to 

reduce this coverage (and the consequent drawing of master maps), you 

simply combine classes; but I cannot see why this should be necessary 

using this structure. I have sent the charts to the A.O.A. Technical 

Officer in case they are not in his file. It SEEMS straightforward 

enough to me ..... 

We cannot try the newly suggested grades and see how they go - we 

need to provide courses NOW for our new and improver orienteers. Next 

year will be too late. We cannot afford to negate the hard work being 

done by our club instructors in encouraging beginners. PLEASE let's 

get it right before OY2. 

Yours hopefully, 

Judy Martin 

P.S. Does anyone know of an APOC Relay Team which needs a spare part? 

(I'm the spare part - and I'm not organised - again!) 
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
Dear Katie, 

BANG !!! 
The A.O.A. has just shot orienteering in the foot - again!!! How? Dare 

we ask, as we start a year when we have yet again suffered a drop in 

membership and are recycling club officials to fill the gaps that are 

appearing as new members stop joining. 

Well, it's real easy ... 

(a) 1990 Events Programme 

How can we spend so much time upgrading our events calendar and then put 

"Social Event" (no venue) for all the events aimed at newcomers? 

The only events listed are major events for established orienteers. 

It is impossible for anyone receiving the brochure to find out from it 

what is happening and where. Poor club secretaries - they'll have to 

start fielding phonecalls (if we're lucky). Most people won't bother 

calling. If we can't tell people where we are holding our promotional 

events, we obviously don't want them to come. 

Reprint it A.O.A. - QUICK!!! 

(b) 1990 OY Series 

Once again we have listened to the screams of a few individuals whose 

desires for having a course to suit them have now eliminated any chance 

for an average beginner to run at OY's. 

Under the new ruling that 'B' grade courses will be as technically 

difficult as 'A' grade courses, but shorter in distance, we have closed 

the door for huge numbers of potential orienteers. 

Just think about what we are doing!!! 

Courses 8, 9 and 10 are now for 'beginners', but the age groups listed 

for these courses are only junior beginners (under 19) and W and M21C 

(first year orienteers). What about all those older people who have been 

running 'B' grades for a year or more and don't qualify for 'C' grade? 

They are being forced to run 'A' grade. 

This is suicidal!!! They will be on courses far too hard and after a 

couple of OY's they'll give up. 

It is only a huge ego boost for those 'B' graders who think they are 

technically competent but don't want to train. For a start, most 'B' 

graders are not technically competent - nor even quite a few 'A' graders 

for that matter. Just looking at any result sheet will tell you that. 

Some of the times greatly exceed the time it would take to walk the 
8 



distance with minimal errors, which shows they are making big mistakes -

what everyone does when they are learning. 

If you want these people to go out and find technical controls, they 

will get blown away - and they will take the future of the sport with 

them!!! 

Come on A.O.A. delegates - you may be jaded and overworked but why 

don't you look at why you are like that. The reason is that most 

Auckland clubs are not attracting new members to replace you in the job. 

Further to the OY series - having a 'B' grade defined as having 'A' 

grade technical difficulty completely contravenes the N.Z.O.F. guidelines. 

In the (few) countries which adopt the same approach, they still cater 

for beginners by having Colour-Coded beginner courses at all events -

right up to badge events. But those countries also have much bigger 

numbers competing so they can justify a more technical 'B' grade. With 

our OY's now down to 150 competitors it is not justified, and we have 

just copied someone else's idea while not understanding it. 

We can't wait another year to change this. We must change it NOW -

before the year starts!!! 

So please get your A.O.A. delegate to start thinking about the future 

of our sport and not their own ego, in time for the April A.O.A. meeting. 

Otherwise, next year it will take more than a few 'Joker Events' to keep 

the sport alive. 

Paul Dalton 
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NATIONAL ADVANCED JUNIOR 

TRAINING CAMP - AN UPDATE 

Juniors who come from out of Auckland and are attending this camp will 

be billetted on the night of Tuesday 15th May. The camp will start on 

Wednesday 16th May and continue until Sunday 20th May, when there will 

be a Camp Champs. 

The entry fee is now $100 - this has been greatly reduced from the original 

$160 due to an N.Z.O.F. subsidy. 

The new closing date for the Advanced Junior Training Camp and the 

Auckland Training Camp Weekend (which is for everybody) is now 

April 20th 1990 

so fill out your entry form now! Entry forms and details of both 

camps are in the March issue of this magazine. 

be 

There will guest speakers and World Champs team members assisting and 

contributing to these camps, so come along and be a part of it all. 

Any enquiries, contact John Robinson - ph 085-86911. 

BODY POLITIC 
Once upon a time, there were four people 

named Everybody, Somebody, Anybody and 

Nobody. 

There was an important job to be done 

and Everybody was sure that Somebody would 

do it. 

Anybody could have done it but Nobody did 

it. Somebody got angry about that because 

it was Everybody's job. Everybody thought 

Anybody could do it, but Nobody realized 

that Everybody didn't do it. 

It ended by Everybody blaming Somebody 

when actually Nobody could accuse Anybody. 

from the Australian Orienteer 

February 1990 10 



O.Y. 1 - KIWITAHI 

Date: 8 April 1990 

Venue: Kiwitahi - take S.H.16 towards Helensville and turn right (east) 

Just before Rewiti, a few kilometres south of the Woodhill Forest 

H.Q. The turnoff is unmarked but there will be signs before the 

turnoff - so watch out! 

Terrain: hilly farmland with some native bush. The ground is rough so 

strap up. Don't think twice about the electric fences - they will 

be ON!!! Dark green areas are slow but okay. 

Starts: 10.00am -12.30pm. A pre-start system will be used. 

Courses: 

1 two map additions 9.31km 575m 15 controls 

2 one map addition 6.56km 380m 14 controls 

3 one map addition 5.52km 375m 9 controls 

4 one map addition 4.84km 330m 11 controls 

5 3.34km 210m 8 controls 

6 2.84km 170m 7 controls 

7 2.76km 170m 7 controls 

8 2.70km 100m 8 controls 

9 1.88km 85m 10 controls 

10 1.60km 75m 8 controls 

Planner: Tony Nicholls 

Vetter: Selwyn Palmer 

Co-Ordinator: Wayne Munro 

See you there! 

BLISTERS AND 
BLACKENED TOENAILS 

Blisters and blackened toenails should not be a serious 
problem for a runner wearing a soft pair of sports socks and 
modern running shoes. 
Keep toenails trimmed if you are blistering your feet or 
blackening your toenails, it is probably because your feet 
are moving about in your shoes. 
Select a pair of running shoes which are a firm, snug fit, 
while giving about 15 mm of clearance between the big 
toe and the end of the shoe's toe box. 
Before tightening your laces, push your heel firmly back 
against the shoe's heel counter, then do all of the laces up 
firmly. This will hold the foot firmly inside the shoe, preventing 
the foot from sliding about and running the toes up against 
the toe box. 11 



MR. SNOW WHITE AND THE 
SIX DWARFS ON MOTUTAPU 
Once upon a time - last week to be exact - a teacher whom we'll call 

Mr Snow White said to his class - "Come orienteering, on an island in the 

sun, with food and beds provided". Wow! "But whatzat?" asked the class. 

Eventually he found six small dwarfs of Standard Two level to follow him. 

They packed up their gear, the chocolate honey pops and lots of drinks, 

their sneakers and togs and the pink instant pudding. 

Eventually they arrived at Motutapu Island with 50 others (not dwarfs). 

Now Mr Snow White, who really must have liked kids, had these dwarfs in 

the hollow of his hand. They followed and obeyed, they laughed and 

scampered after him, and he taught them all a great many tricks. 

Upon arrival at the camp they raced off on a Kiwisport Course, all very 

assured. Cows? Pooh! Bulls ... we-ell! Sheep pebbles, swamps, they 

sloshed through it all. They swam and dived all afternoon and raced in 

for dinner determined to do a cook-it-yourself course. And they did -

even if the sausages came off the barbecue with pink and black stripes. 

The six dwarfs ate with gusto. Out came the billy of pink instant pud 

and Mr Snow White carefully ladled equal quantities to girl and boys 

alike. 

Happy smiled; Grumpy didn't like melon; Sleepy yawned. But the night 

had just begun. Bed? Not on your life! With squeals and shrieks they 

dashed into the darkness, tumbling over steps and pits and cowpats, each 

one equipped with a glowing torch. Mr Snow White had a job to keep up.  

Captain Cook setting off on a voyage was never so eager. Their delight 

in finding fluorescent controls in the 5-star relay was joy to behold. 

They crashed into bed, and if they giggled we wouldn't have heard because 

our dorm was already out to it. 12 



Sunday morning the dwarfs were up with the birds though we were all 

warned of a 9am start. So out came the chocolate pops, the milk and toast 

and Milo (do you hear me, Milo makers?), and on with the shoes. 

Fun and obedience - what a perfect combination. Those cute little 

dwarfs sat down and laboriously copied out the clue cards. Standard Two, 

don't forget - 'boulder' is an unknown word, and as for 'ruin, S. side', 

what's that? Off we go again ... Hi Ho, Hi Ho, it's off to the course we 

go, finding every control. A swim, lunch, and packing and cleaning - yuk! 

Cow muck on the shoes, again. 

Congratulations to Mr Snow White for getting them to the boat, for giving 

these six dwarfs such a great weekend. What a training. 

"When I get home" says Sleepy, "I'm going to say hello to Mum and have 

a good rest", and fell asleep on Tony Nicholls' arm. Three cheers for the 

teachers who care, and another three cheers for the organisers of yet 

another great 'O' event. We hope you all live happily ever after. 

W100 

DROMORNE 
LINEN COMPANY LIMITED 

ESTABLISHED 

1934 PERSONAL 
SERVICE 

DRESS YOUR BEDROOM, BATHROOM & DINING ROOM in the 
World's Finest Linen, without leaving your home... 

You won't find any of these beautiful linens in 
a store. Because we bring the world's finest to your 
home. EXQUISITE designs. EXCLUSIVE brands. LUXURY you'll 
love to live with. 

SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED!! All on easy lay-by terms. 

Because KAY POTTER will call and discuss without 
obligation your individual requirements in your home 
you have all the advantages of discussing your needs 
among your family and friends, matching colours, having 
no problems with parking and "shopping around". 

NEW ZEALAND OWNED AND OPERATED DROMORNE is for you!!! 

Phone KAY POTTER NOW (09) 565-876 and discuss your needs 

or write Mrs Kay Potter, 12 Beaconview Rise PAKURANGA 
Phone.(09) 565-876 
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MOTUTAPU ISLAND - MARCH 
1990 

I have just come back from a fantastic but exhausting weekend on Motutapu 

Island. It's my fault I'm exhausted, I did have a choice. South Auckland 

Club's new map of Motutapu is excellent and I'm sure it will prove a 

valuable investment for them. 

For those of you who think a weekend's orienteering isn't for you, 

think again. The facilities at the Outdoor Education Camp are amazing. 

We had use of canoes, sailing dinghies, wet suits, flippers and more. 

There is also a large gymnasium as well as a well-equipped kitchen and 

dining room. There are superb displays depicting the island's history, 

geology and wildlife. 

We were met on Saturday morning at Islington Bay and loaded all our 

gear onto the truck. Those who were doing the Kiwisport course and those 

who didn't feel like a 4 kilometre stroll climbed on with the gear. The 

rest of us followed Robbie to the master maps. There were three courses: 

4km, 6km and 8km with, at most, 6 controls. My first thought on getting 

the map was "Motutapu is huge!" My second thought - "At least I can't 

run off the map!" 

Most of us spent the afternoon swimming, exploring the tunnels or 

canoeing. After tea and once dark had fallen, we assembled for the Night 

Event. In teams of four - two doing a short leg together and two doing 

a long leg together, 5 controls each - we had a lot of fun racing over 

the hillsides flashing torches around looking for controls. 

Sunday saw us tackling some more conventional courses, again a choice 

of 4km, 6km or 8km, with a Kiwisport course and one other shorter course. 

As we had all day it seemed silly not to try a longer than usual course, 

and it was great comparing route choices afterwards. Robbie had a spot 

of digging lined up for us after that - 60 permanent controls (posts) to 
dig holes for. 

I'm told another weekend is planned for Motutapu on 15-16 December this 

year, so write it in your diary now as a weekend not to be missed. Thank 

you Val and Robbie for a great weekend, I'm sure it was enjoyed by all 

who attended. 
Lorri O'Brien 
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MAPSPORT UPDATE 
MAPsport will now be published 4 times a year. The closing dates for articles are : 

Autumn 25th March 
Winter 20th May 
Spring 20th September 
Summer 20th November 

The Autumn, Winter and Spring issues will be distributed at the Easter 3-Day, QB 3-Day 
and Nat ionals badge events. Clubs please arrange to pick up your copies a t each of the 
events to save postage. 

Extra copies of MAPsport may now be purchased. See the Ad below. Please notify all non
affiliated members of your club and other people that might be interested that they can now 
get a copy of the national magazine for a small subscription. 

MAPsport will now be A4 size (like the Australian Orienteer). Advertising charges will be: 
A4 $150 ($170 for back page; $160 for inside cover) 
A5 $80 
A6 $50 

There is also a %10 discount for ads placed in all 4 issues, and a 75% discount for NZOF 
clubs or members advertising orienteering events or services. For example, if a club wishes 
to include an A5 sized entry-form in MAPsport, the cost will be $20. 

South Island Orienteering Clubs : The position of South Island Correspondent is vacant. 
Please persuade one of your members to apply. The Correspondent will need to write a 
r egu la r column about the South Island scene, and about mainland or ienteer ing badge 
events. 

I am also on the lookout for good quality B&W photographs to publish in the magazine. 
Nothing is too old. If there are any artists and cartoonists in your club, please also encourage 
them to send their ideas and artwork to me. 

I will also be publishing a summary of results of badge events, so please send a copy of the 
results to me. Please also include me on the mailing list for your club magazine as well. 

All articles in any format will be accepted, but I reserve the right to reject or edit them for 
publication. Sending ASCII files on IBM PC compatible or MAC diskettes would be very 
much appreciated. 

Support MAPsport - Subscribe Now 

o cost is $4 per issue; there are 4 issues per year 
o $15 for annual subscription ($30 for 2 years, $45 for 3 years) 
o %10 discount for orders of 5 or more annual subscriptions 
o subscription includes postage; each issue will be sent directly to 

you instead of through your club secretary 
o buy a copy for your friends, or for your local library or school 
o ask non-affiliated orienteers if they want to subscribe 
o arrange a subscription for overseas orienteers you know 
o avoid family squabbles, buy an extra copy 
o make a donation to MAPsport, subscribe now 

Send subscriptions to : (make cheques payable to "MAPsport'') 
The Editor, MAPsport, 4/42 Queens Avenue. Hamilton. 15 



SO WHAT DID W100 GET UP 

TO IN THE HOLIDAYS ? 

(With apologies to 'Horton Hatches the Egg' by Dr Seuss.) 

Said Doreen to the Dolly Bird 

"I've got a great plan 

Let's fly to Dunedin and visit the clan. 

No work! Just a joy ride, 

We'll have a great rest; 

Visit the kids and take in the 'Test'." 

"Very well" said M65, 

"Since you insist; 

We'll walk and we'll talk 

And we'll dine with intent! 

And we'll do it all one hundred percent!" 

The first thing they did was go Orienteering 

In Dunedin's Green Belt, 

A wonderful feeling! 

To get back in the sport 

As if it was meant, 

Hade lots of wee boo-boos 

But finished the course one hundred percent. 

Then the two veteran o-ers got talked into running 

At the Southland 'O' Championships, 

Instead of just sunning 

In Dunedin's cool climate, 

And though summer was spent 

They enjoyed the Southlanders one hundred percent. 

The run was in forest and sand dunes galore, 

The sun beat down 

At 30° or more. 

The spinifex prickled 

The marram grass tickled 

The lupins lay rotting and dead on the floor. 

The tricky wee dunes had controls by the score 16 



Some of the Orienteers even swam at the shore. 

"Well," said the Dolly Bird 

"I might be a bit old, 

A bit fat, a bit thick, 

But I'll be a bit bold. 

I meant what I said and I said what I meant 

I'll finish this course if I'm DEAD one hundred percent." 

So 4.5 kilometres she sloshed through the bracken, 

And M65 got his legs a-crackin'. 

They reached the last control (separately) 

A bit under the weather 

But everyone else sort of came in together. 

Bloodied, unbowed, pooped, 

Absolutely spent; 

But they finished the course one hundred percent. 

The Southland 'O' Club took them under its wing, 

They went to the party and had a good fling (not Highland!); 

They made slow progress 

To 'O' homes by compass, 

Wining and dining the more that they went 

Arrived at the dinner full one hundred percent. 

They got first places for age versus youth, 

They received special gifts for nothing forsooth; 

And it should be 

It could be 

It would be like that, 

Because Southlanders were very hospitable. 

I take off my hat; 

And Doreen the Dolly Bird and M65 

Were glad that they went, 

Thank you to Southland one hundred percent. 

W100 
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THE COMPLEAT ORIENTEER'S 

SHOPPING GUIDE 
Yes folks, here is the third annual version, all 
you ever wanted to know about where to get 
your O gear. Although written from a 
Wellington perspective, the brands and prices 
should help those in other centres decide what 
to ask for. 

O SHOES 
Orienteers are too small a market to interest 
retailers. But Paul Henderson, an orienteer 
from the Taupo club, has become the N Z 
agent for VJ orienteering equipment from 
Finland. He operates to order, and delivery 
takes about 3 months, but he takes a very 
small margin. The VJ shoe is very good; there 
are 5 models, all available with a studded sole 
for about $130, or with spikes at $170. He 
also keeps a few in stock. You can find Paul's 
red van at most Nl Badge Events, or write to 
him at Box 27, Reporoa. phone (073) 38220. 

Other specialist O shoes worth hunting down 
are the Finnish "Jalas" and the French-made 
"Adidas Orienteer". This is a superbly 
comfortable shoe with deep coarse knobs 
which give excellent grip. Only a few have ever 
appeared in shops here, most are brought in 
by travellers or mail order. But from 1988 this 
shoe has been made in Australia as the 
"Adidas Touch Supreme". Last summer they 
were available from Talay's Running Shop in 
Hobart, who even sent a bag full of shoes to 
the 7-day with one of the Australian 
contingent. Orienteers visiting other 
Australian cities have also bought them from 
running shops. Talay's price was A$90 plus 
$10 for air mail (about $130), and our pair 
arrived within a fortnight of mailing the order. 
Talay's address: 230 Liverpool St, Hobart, 
Australia 7000, phone (002) 349566. They'll 
charge your VISA card if you wish. 

Touch (Rugby) has also been responsible for 
the appearance of several suitable shoes in N Z 
shops. Have a look at the Nike Shark 
($110-$120 at Feet 'n ' Fitness in Lower Hutt, 
Tisdalls, Stirling Sports), and the Avia Touch 
Shoe ($100 at Feet 'n' Fitness) These have big 
meaty knobs on the sole, essential for grip in 
soft terrain and for avoiding clogging up. 
They've just appeared, so I can't comment on 
their life, but they would be well worth a try. 

Others which could be suitable but with a 
finer knob pattern arc the Laser Turfgripper 
($110 from Hannahs, Stirling Sports), the 
Mitre (several models from $92 to $105 at 
Hannahs), and the Puma Grasscat II ($130 
from Bowerco). The black Adidas Sports 
Special which was improved to become the 
Samba Special seems to have gone out of 
production; I've only seen it in one shop 
recently ($123 at Hannahs). 

Hannahs also has the Sportique AP746, which 
looks like an "El Cheap" Samba. It has the 
same sole but isn't as well made, but if 
orienteering is not your main sport, you may 
not want to buy the best shoe around. The 
price is only $75. And the Wellington 
Orienteering Shop currently has 5 pairs of 
oddments at bargain prices. They also sell 
second-hand O shoes on commission. 

Going in the Kaweka Challange in February? 
Footwear is a problem for Mountain 
Marathons; the traditional tramping boot is 
really designed for comfort over a long period 
and long life, which may not be relevant to 
you. If you want something stronger than O 
shoes, there are some Taiwan-made light 
boots from $100 - look for the names 
"Pioneer", "Tyrol" and "Van Walk". A better 
quality boot is the NZ-made Asolo, which 
combines light weight with a running 
shoe-type shock absorption system. There are 
three models from $149 to $209, Alpsports 
and Mainly Tramping have the best range in 
Wellington, but there are lots of other M M 
stockists, and price competition. Shop around 
Alpsports offer a discount to club members 
on certain lines. 

ROAD SHOES 
Many of you use a road shoe for orienteering, 
and in the dry the grip is fine. I hesitate to 
mention makes and models for a running 
shoe, because there are so many individual 
foot and running conditions. I f you don't run 
much between O events the choice of shoe is 
less important, and you can find shoes around 
$100 in shoe shops and department stores. But 
for those who run regularly I would go to Feet 
'n' Fitness in Bunny St, Lower Hutt. 18 



Since the demise of Runners World in 
Lambton Quay, the former Lower Hutt RW 
has become clearly the best specialised 
running shop in the region. They have staff 
who really understand, and practise, running; 
they can tell from your wear pattern or your 
footprint on a special pad what foot type you 
have; they can therefore advise you on which 
shoe construction is best for your foot and 
running conditions; they even have a podiatry 
student working there part-time! 

I'll just mention two models that are suitable 
for on/offroad use. The New Balance Model 
576 is designed as a training/trail shoe, and is 
especially suited to the heavier runner. The 
price is $163. The Adidas CRT is likewise a 
bit more rugged than the average running 
shoe; full price when last seen was $150 but 
F'n'F had a good reduction on them. For the 
occasional runner/orienteer, a visit to the Trax 
Sports Factory Shop in Newlands Road will 
save you big dollars. They have a running 
shoe tor $60 and a turf shoe (fairly fine knobs) 
for $82. 

Also available at Feet 'n' Fitness are gift 
vouchers which are a good idea if you have in 
mind something which requires fitting like a 
shoe. Other running gear you can get at F'n'F 
includes reflectorised armbands or anklebands 
($12). Belt ($14), sew-on tape ($5/m) and 
stick-on flashes. You should do your O 
training O F F the roads, but if you have to 
use them, BE SEEN. They have sweatbands 
($3-4), Spenco products (see Sports Med 
later), and contoured insoles ($10+) which 
you'll need when the inside of your O shoes 
disintegrate after all the wetting and drying. 
And, when available, the Casio Triathlete 
digital watch with its 30 memories ($99). Also 
available through the Wellington O Shop, 
which the Wood family operates from the 
boot of their car at major events. 

CLOTHES 
And of course F'n'F has a huge range of 
practical and fashionable athletic clothing. I 
won't attempt to describe it here because of 
the variety, but running sox make a good 
Xmas present. They start at $6 for synthetic, 
$9-10 for better quality with a padded sole, 
and $10-12 for the Explorer which has a 
woollen inner and nylon outer! You can get 
polypropylene sox now, for example the 
Everwarm 50/50 wool/polyprop one for 
$11.50. Orienteers find that white sox soon 
become grey, and a coloured sock is much 
more practical; both the Explorer and 
Everwarm come in colours. Tramping shops 

Tramping shops also have polypropylene 
underwear at $25-30 per item in a variety of 
necks, sleeve lengths, colours and weights of 
material: lightweight, winterweight and 
expedition weight. They can now be regarded 
as sportswear in a way the old woollen singlet 
and long johns could never be. In fact the 
lightweight ones make ideal orienteering tops 
for a Wellington winter. You can also get 
gloves ($7-11) and balaclavas ($12) in 
polyprop. 

Orienteering suits and Tee-shirts make good 
presents. Unni Lewis, of 23 Park Estate Road, 
Papakura (Phone 09, 2980320) will make suits 
to order, e.g. see the Ratpak suits. Have a 
look at the samples of suits and material 
colours at the Wgtn O Shop, and pick up an 
order form from there with all the details on 
it. Her prices range from $35 to $50 
depending on the number of different colours 
you want, and you can have long or short 
sleeves, knickerbocker or ankle-length 
bottoms. 

She also has Orienteering Sox with a 
reinforced front at $25 - again the O Shop 
carries a sample selection of colours and sizes. 
I f you want to bang into things, greater 
protection is available from gaiters, and Paul 
Henderson (see Shoes, above) has VJ gaiters 
in stock at about $35. The O Shop has a very 
nice North-South-East-West Tee-shirt in 
black and red on white at $15. Most clubs 
have a club Tee-shirt or Sweat-shirt, and 
HVOC and WOC have a sew-on cloth badge 
at $4-5. 

SPORTS MED 
A chemist slocks quite a few O products 
including (surprisingly) shock absorbing 
insoles from Spenco and Sorbothane ($20-40). 
You should consider these towards the end of 
the life of a shoe when the absorption of the 
mid-sole will be less or the insole starts 
breaking up. (F'n'F have these too, but 
ordinary shoe shops don't.) 

The compleat orienteer's kit should contain 
vaseline ($7/250g) to prevent chafing on long 
runs. And Spenco also make some blister 
products. "Adhesive Knit" ($13) prevents 
blisters by reducing friction, whereas "Second 
Skin" ($5/75mm X 75mm) is what you use 
after you get a blister, as it absorbs the fluid 
and pain. There's also a Blister Kit ($8) which 
has a bit of both in it. 
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Orienteers should also prepare themselves for 
sprains. Easier to carry than ice is "Cold 
Comfort'' ($5-$7) which produces a low 
temperature by chemical reaction. You can 
also get reusable cold packs which you cool in 
the freezer like a Slikka Pad; different models 
from $14-20. 

Most anti-inflammatory pills are prescription 
ones, but orienteering doctors Roger and 
Hilary Weeks say Disprin is just as good; it 
reduces the fluid movement into the damaged 
tissue. And light compression will also hasten 
recovery. A roll of elastic bandage is about 
$5, and the Wgtn O Shop has a big roll of 
tubular bandage which they sell by the metre. 

I f you have to run before your sprained ankle 
is better, you'll need sports tape (non-elastic). 
Don't pay through the nose for tiny little rolls, 
you're going to need METRES of it. Sports 
Tape comes in 14 and 50m rolls, at about 
$1/m for 25mm wide or $1.20/m for 38mm 
(preferable). Not many chemists have it, but 
all physiotherapists do, or an equivalent. The 
Wgtn O Shop has 14m rolls of the wide tape 
for $18, their brand is REALLY sticky - it will 
keep its grip on your skin for a whole 
weekend, in fact getting it O F F is the hard 
part! I f you are having trouble throwing off 
an injury, an ankle or knee support may help 
($10-40), but I think you're better to be 
including cycling, swimming or even walking 
up and down in the pool against water 
resistance. (How about a pool concession 
ticket for the Xmas stocking?) 

Finally, let's not forget the inner (wo)man. 
Sustalyte is a powdered drink which replaces 
the minerals you lose in sweat, specially 
important during multi-day events or 
mountain marathons. Two flavours, and it's 
$13/350g or $23/700g The O Shop also has 
an identical product at a better price, while 
stocks last... 

COMPASSES 
At last. Did you think I was going to miss 
them out as part of my crusade to emphasise 
the MAP in orienteering? Well, they are 
PART of the orienteer's kit, and they are quite 
widely available, except for the type I like 
best, the thumb compass. 

The protractor type (with a rotating dial) is 
available in a short and basic model up to 
ones with a huge magnifier (specially made for 
Hidden Lakes). If you can find a Suunto 
RA53 it'll probable undercut the equivalent 
short Silva 7NL which costs about $23. The 
Silva is widely available in sports and 
tramping shops, e.g. Alpsports, Living Simply, 
Mainly Tramping, Tisdalls (Wellington, 
Upper Hutt, Porirua, Palmerston N), Gordons 
Camping, Countrylife Scout Shops 
(Wellington, Lower Hutt) and Sports Den and 
Power Sportzworld in Lower Hutt. The best 
range is carried by Mainly Tramping in the 
Grand Arcade, Willis St. 

Likewise the Suunto RA66 with the longer 
baseplate is also cheaper ($22) than the 
corresponding Silva Type 3 ($35); it's even 
cheaper than the Type 3NL (Non Luminous) 
which sells for about $30. This is probably the 
most widely-used compass in NZ. Both brands 
get more and more features (all of which can 
take your attention away from the MAP) up 
to nearly $100, but the fancy models are less 
widely stocked. 

A special note about the Countrylife Scout 
Shop in Rutherford St, Lower Hutt. They 
have some old stock of Silva 3NL's at only 
$16.35, and their prices for other models are 
also competitive. It's worth trying to get there 
if you're in the Hutt between 8:15 and 430, 
and they are open on Saturday mornings till 
Xmas. They offer 10% discount if you 
produce evidence of club membership. 

The only place you can get the Recta compass 
with the big magnifier is the Wgtn O Shop. 
Some find this compass hard to handle, but 
there is a way of holding it in your map hand 
so that you hardly know it's there, and it's the 
best compass for those with poor eyesight, 
and/or detailed maps where the best route is 
close to the beeline. It can restrict your lateral 
thinking when routes way off the beeline are 
the best ones. Price is $50. Some have 
suffered from expansion of the needle housing 
in hot sun causing the needle to come off its 
bearings. The Wgtn O Shop will replace free 
any up to 6 months old, and any Recta over 
6 months for $25. 
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But I believe the best all-round compass is the 
thumb type: you can't look at it without also 
seeing T H E MAP. They aren't a big seller to 
the ordinary public, so you'll have to look 
hard to find a thumbie downtown. Only 
Mainly Tramping has them at the time of 
writing, and of course the Wgtn O Shop which 
started in business just to supply this item! 
The thumb compass is worn on the left 
thumb, and you hold the map with the same 
hand. Most have a straightedge with distance 
markings that you put alongside your 
intended route; and of course a needle that 
you line up with the north lines by turning 
yourself. This design is used by the 
"Norcompass" (now taken over by Silva and 
called the Type 6) which sells for about $50. 
The Suunto "Star" is very similar but is 
currently unobtainable. 

Finally, if you MUST have a dial to turn, 
Silva's Type 21 combines the thumb principle 
with a rotating dial, and the needle is reputed 
to be very stable. Available from the Wgtn O 
Shop and Mainly Tramping for about $60. 

By the way, if you see a " Y C M " or an 
unbranded Silva look-alike, don't bother. 
While they are much cheaper than the Silva, 
you can expect much less needle damping, and 
a shorter life before a bubble or other defect 
appears. I've tried one. 

And finally, an idea for new orienteers. The 
traditional protractor compass has proved to 
be a diversion for beginners, and allowed 
ignorant instructors to portray orienteering as 
merely following bearings. Gordons Camping 
and Countrylife Scout Shop have the Silva 
Type 9 at only $11. All it is is a bare 
liquid-filled compass, plus a hole for a cord. 
It can O N L Y be used to orient the map, and 

BOOKS 
Books are good Xmas gifts, and you may even 
be able to make a convert. You won't find 
much around town, the only reasonable 
selection is held by the Wgtn O shop. General 
O books range from $4 for the older titles to 
$20. The shop also has some advanced 
training books, and catalogues of titles 
available overseas on mail order. Specially 
suitable for Xmas gifts is "Murder at the 
Fourteenth Control", a collection of short 
stories with an orienteering theme by Wilf 
Holloway. Price is $12. 

Feet 'n' Fitness have the standard text on 
medium-distance running training, "Running 
the Lydiard Way" at $20, They have the 
magazine "NZ Runner" at $5 per issue, or you 
can get a subscription for $27/6 issues from 
Express Publishing, Box 36478, Northcote, 
Auckland. Alpsports have the widest variety 
of guides to walkways, climbs and National 
Parks, as well as general travellers' books. 
They also have calendars with brilliant 
outdoor photography, from $12 to $35. I f 
you're interested in wacky outdoor pursuits, 
try "Adventure" magazine, at $5 or $25/6 
issues from Box 8900, Auckland. 

Laurie Baxter's green book "Orienteering in 
Schools" is in the process of revision; the 
yellow Kiwisport Orienteering book is part of 
that revision. They are available for $4 
through your club secretary, and you can also 
get a videotape. 

I haven't found a stockist for the "Australian 
Orienteer" yet. It has lots of B/W photos, 
occasional colour, and often includes a map 
with the winners' routes overprinted. Airmail 
subscription is A$25/6 issues (approx $33), 
from The Australian Orienteer, Box 263, 
Jamison Centre, ACT 2614, Australia. The 
UK "CompassSport" I don't think is so good, 
but it gives coverage to fell (mountain) 
running which is an interesting related sport. 
It costs heaps by air, or UK17.95 surface mail 
(about $52) from 37 Sandycoombe Rd, 
Twickenham, Middlesex, TW1 2LR, England. 

THE END 
In the course of researching this article, I have 
built up lots of information about items not 
mentioned, and price variations between 
shops. I'll be pleased to pass them on by 

p hone. 
.S. After calculating the costs per event for 

all your gear, the entry fee doesn't seem so 
bad after all. does it? 
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CENTRAL DISTRICTS O-MAPS 
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AUSTRALIA/N.Z. CHALLENGE 
The response to the call for possible contenders to represent N.Z. in 

the annual Challenge in the December Mapsport has not been good and 

may have to be cancelled unless an immediate reaction from orienteers 

keen to compete in Australia is obtained. We are particularly short in 

all senior and junior women's grades, M19-20, M16U and M65. 

The itinerary is very interesting, with lots of exciting races, and 

is known as the 'Hovell Tour' - named after an early Australian explorer. 

The Events: 

23 September (Sun) - ACT Championships, Canberra ACT (spur/gully) 

25 September (Tue) - Short Event, Canberra ACT (open, small granite) 

27 September (Thu) - Event, Tarcutta NSW (spur/gully with some granite) 

29 September (Sat) - Familiarisation Event, Cootamundra NSW (open, granite 

30 September (Sun) - NSW Championships and Australia/N.Z. Challenge Indivi

duals, Cootamundra NSW (open, large granite) 

2 October (Tue) - Short Event, Wangaratta Vic. (spur/gully, some granite) 

4 October (Thu) - Interstate Relay and Australian/N.Z. Challenge Relays, 

Daylesford Vic. (spur/gully with some goldmining) 

6 October (Sat) - Australian Championships, Daylesford Vic. (granite) 

7 October (Sun) - Australian Relay Championships, Daylesford Vic. (granite) 

If you feel reasonably certain you will be able to attend return the form 

below to: Wayne Aspin 

Hatton Road 

R.D.4, WAIUKU 

I am available to represent N.Z. in the Australia/N.Z. Challenge 1990 

Name: 

Age: Grade: Birthday: 

Address: 

Phone number: 

A copy of your birth certificate is required if you haven't represented 

N.Z. before. 
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